
 

 

The Black Pearl technique releases deep-seated trauma and stress. It's a wonderful method using gentle 
massage like techniques, sweeping motions and bringing attention to specific energy points to restore 
calmness to the body. 
 
The Black Pearl Technique has a direct influence on the amygdala and our emotions. It allows the body, mind 
and spirit to succumb to a calm, peaceful balanced state creating a sacred space for healing to begin.  
 
What does Black Pearl Technique address? 
 
Releases deep-seated traumas and stress from the amygdala, which works on the parasympathetic, 
sympathetic and neurovascular systems. 
 
Performs a primary role in the processing and memory of emotional reactions. 
 
Releases ways our flow in life was stopped. 
 
Releases congested energy caused by sitting for long periods of time, wearing a belt or snug waistbands. 
 
Releases congested or blocked sexual energy and/or abuse and trauma. 
 
Releases congested intellectual knowledge that prevents us from tapping into our true wisdom, opening of the 
third eye and sets focus. 
 
Restores blood flow and gets the electrolytes circulating throughout the brain. 
 
Opens up all the neurovascular holding points. 
 
Completes the central and governing meridian circuitry and quiets the client down. 
 
Influences brain activity (3rd eye). 
 
Helps deal with being obsessed about something (spleen). 
 
Helps deal with the emotion of bitterness (gallbladder). 
 
Helps deal directly with the emotions of rage and/or injustice, and things you can’t stomach. 
 
Helps deal directly with the emotions of self-disappointment and self-anger (gallbladder/liver). 
 
Connects the heart of God (crown chakra) with your heart (heart chakra). 
 
Taps into a natural rhythm the fetus experienced inside the Mother’s womb. This rhythm stays with us and is 
an easy way to reset the nervous system, calm the body and shift emotional patterns. 
 
Calms the kidney meridian and grounds the “balancing” and “healing” energies. Uses Triple Warmer to ease 
trauma, calm stress and shakiness, bounce back from chronic insomnia or fatigue, helps ADD and ADHD.   
 
For more information or to schedule a Black Pearl Technique session ($60 for a 45 minute session) or 
sign up for the Black Pearl Technique Practitioner class $200., please contact Susan Rouse, email 
info@cedarcovewellness.com. Website: www.cedarcovewellness.com 


